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Meet Adam - a boy with While. This illustrated book is ideally fitted to children between 7 and 15 years
old and in addition serves as a fantastic starting point for family members and classroom discussions. He
helps children understand the difficulties faced by a child with AS - he tells them what AS is definitely,
what it feels as though to possess AS and how they can help children with AS by understanding their
variations and appreciating their many talents. Adam invites young readers to learn about AS from his
perspective.
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Best book to explain Aspergers / High Functioning Autism to kids - like the child who gets the disorder. I
have a 24 year aged with Aspergers, and an 11 year old with HFA.. I've seen a lot more than my share of
kids on the spectrum, along with their families. A few times he came home asking why he was different
and how he did not like his mind because he did not think like others.Bottom Line: Great book that offers
a wholesome perspective on AS. My son then will a Q & A session with his classmates. He answers their
questions the best he is able to, and I fill in as needed. This book explains Concerning 'neurotypicals' in
very clear, non threatening and understandable vocabulary. The book general it's just a story of a boy with
assbergers Five Stars See my touch upon "THE GIRL who Changed her Mind" Five Stars Great
publication that explains Aspergers in a way my son can understand. When my younger son was a child,
no such reserve existed, so we had to "wing it" when trying to explain it to him and the ones who
understood him. I thought just how it was written in Adam's (the boy) perspective was so well done.
Mostly of the great things about this autism epidemic is that folks are now aware of it, and even more
literature is being developed because of it. This reserve is one particular benefits. As I said, we have
always been open up with our kids about their diagnoses. Glad I purchased. It is absolutley perfect! This is
actually my second copy. I donated the initial one out to associates of one of my support groups, and it is
currently used by another member. Great way to let your Aspie know. I am just about to learn the book
with my . Ever since, he identifies us as NTs and offers spoken positively of his 'computer brain.
Particularly, he started noticing his distinctions and his classmates were less likely to passively listen to his
insights on Liopleurodons or the need for unfavorable matter to maintain worm holes from pinching. I've
a reasonably good grasp of what is out there so far as reading materials goes, which book is by far my
favorite for explaining the disorder to children and young teenagers. It was time for all of us to sit down
and talk to him.We sat him down over a three day weekend to give him time to process the information.
We used this reserve to illustrate some of the symptoms. He was VERY happy to learn that AS isn't a
sickness. He read bits and pieces over the next couple of days and still occasionally refers to it. He told us
he had not been ready to tell his close friends but did inform his teacher and counselor.Everyone loved it!
2nd grade started off just a little rough.' On the plus side, I can always simply tell him my insufficient
computer mind explains why he must let me rest between lectures <Overall, this simple publication is
something special for parents who are struggling to help various other people understand their child. In
addition, I've trained at a CBAT medical center, volunteer with Particular Olympics (in a group that
includes mostly children and adults on the spectrum), be a part of two different autism/aspergers
organizations, and take a seat on a parents' table at my local autism support center. I've read this
publication to my son's class every year since 2nd grade. It was a wonderful tool to greatly help us broach
the conversation with our Aspie. Excellent - especially for siblings I bought this for my girl to read to
raised explain how and just why her brother with Aspergers thinks and works certain ways. My children
are twins and it's really been hard on her behalf growing up to understand why when I inform her that
he's just "wired differently". My younger son is even more fortunate. Five Stars :) She really seemed to
better understand directly after we read this together. I have given many copies to grandparents, aunts & I
could share it with various other family members as well which was definitely good. I'm very happy I
purchased it and definitely recommend it to others parents who want a method to have others know how
our kids are wired but how awesome that makes them! *A will need to have book for kids with
Asperger's and their family members/friends* My 4 1/2 year previous son was recently diagnosed with
Asperger's Syndrome. Although he's on younger side and my husband and I haven't informed him about
his medical diagnosis as of however, we knew that friends and family needed to know why he acts just
how he does at times. I am so happy we chose this reserve. We browse the book jointly, he asked
questions, and I answered them the best I possibly could. I didn't realize before purchasing that it's a
children's book." we let our family and friends utilize it and browse it to their children. It is geared for



7-15 calendar year olds, but I believe adults understand it just as well (better than all the website info.
Good Good It's a children's story book It really is an okay book...like having being enthusiastic about a
"particular interest", so when it metnioned this part in the book, I just said, "At the moment (name)
doesn't have any "unique interests" that he's obsessed with. I am just about to read the reserve with my
grandson who has Aspergers. In the beginnong of the book I also wrote a little be aware to our family
members thanking them when planning on taking the time to read the book (a straightforward, fairly
quick browse). It helped him situate himself and, most importantly, better understand who he's. A Book
About Asperger's Kids That Everyone Can Understand I highly recommend this book for anybody whose
child has recently been identified as having Asperger's Syndrome. Even my child liked reading it as it let
him know that other folks do "obtain it". It generally does not have an valuable details in it. He is now in
6th quality, and this year the principal provides asked my to share it along with his whole school.My son's
elderly grandparents were in the mindset of "That diagnosis is a bunch of baloney. There is nothing
incorrect with him that the right old-fashioned discipline won't treat! I purchased it when I was struggling
to comprehend Aspergers when my son was initially diagnosed. (Never brain that we'd tried each and
every kind of discipline in the books!) They read this publication (and the pediatric neurologist's report)
and came to a whole new understanding of how our son's brain works and just why he acts just how he
does. Their relationship improved so much that he spent fourteen days with them last Summer season and
will again this next Summer season! I credit plenty of that brand-new understanding to the book.It's been
useful with his teachers, as well (he's in a normal classroom). Many teachers don't possess the time to go
to the seminars or take the classes they'd prefer to on subjects like this - this book gives them an instant
and no non-sense way to understand the challenges that face kids with Asperger's.smile>)A couple of
things about Asperger's don't connect with our son. My husband even said, "Wow, given that I am aware!
uncles, teachers, neighbors and friends.We have always been open up with our kids about their
diagnoses. Superb Choice for a newly child with ASD Excellent choice to greatly help a kid understand
their diagnosis. When my younger child started asking queries, this was the book I considered for answers
that may be given in a way that he could understand. My 8 yr old can be an Aspie..." and I imprinted it on
a apparent label and trapped it to underneath of the web page. I hope it answers his queries. VERY
HELPFUL! This is a great book!". I needed to be able to explain things to him and understand factors
myself. This publication was recommended by his expert, and I would totally recommend it aswell. A
great read, very big help a worried mother. This is a clear reserve for even younger (7-8ish) children to
understand.
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